Accurate diagnosis for decision making in medical diagnosis is solicited for further treatment planning. Intelligent decision support system plays an important role for medical diagnosis as well as early detection of disease to survive. In intelligent model machine learning is achieved by searching a pattern in the available data set. For this reason, data preprocessing plays a vital role for better learning and analysis process. This work uses UCI Hepatitis disease data set.
Introduction
Hepatitis disease, an inflammation of lever without pinpointing any specific reason [1] , is one of the major diseases worldwide as many casualties are addressed. No major symptoms are there for people infected with hepatitis B or Hepatitis C, which is one of the main reasons for diagnostic errors for a physician. Decision has been made by matching the laboratory findings and other symptoms of current patient with the similar previous one, leaving a chance of incorrect diagnosis from physician's cognitive mistakes. For this reason, intelligent decision support system should be needed to minimize the complexity of hepatitis disease diagnosis. An intelligent automated system has been attempted in this work to classify hepatitis disease. Multiple imputation using EMB algorithm has been used for managing missing data. Features are selected using Rough Set (RS) feature reduction approach. Finally, we integrate the model, as multiple imputation is used, using two different approaches. A novel approach has been attempted in this work in comparison to previous works on diagnosis of hepatitis disease [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] .
The data set used in this study is described in section 2. Section 3 presents missing data management. Section 4 describes feature selection technique. Artificial neural network along with two classification algorithms are described in section 5. Section 6 presents the model and data preprocessing. Results are shown in section 7. Finally, conclusions have been summarized. 
Hepatitis Data Set

Missing Data Management
Since the data set contains only 155 samples and many samples contain one or more missing values, it should be addressed properly for better performance of the model. List-wise deletion and Pair-wise deletion methods are avoided as the number of samples are not sufficient to implement those. We did not use Regression imputation as it is complex to implement for multivariate data set. So we prefer multiple imputation using EMB approach to generate five completed data set from the data set with missing values.
The EMB algorithm is the combination of EM algorithm [7] with bootstrap approach to take draws from posterior. In each draw the data is bootstrapped and then run EM algorithm to find mode of the posterior for the bootstrapped data, which also gives fundamental uncertainty [8] .
Finally, imputations are done using observed part, unobserved part, mean vector and covariance matrix with linear regression. Rough set theory is an intelligent technique which is used for discovering data dependencies, reducing redundancies, evaluating the importance of attributes, discovering patterns in data and also classifying objects. An information system I may be defined as I = (U,A), where U is the universe of discourse and is a non-empty set of finite objects; A be the finite non-empty set of attributes.
where X U, be a target set that can be represented by preparing P-lower approximation (PX) and P-upper approximation (PX).
Artificial Neural Network
A number of interconnected nodes, connected by connection links, each of which has a weight, constitute artificial neural network that plays an important role for developing intelligent model. One of the two tasks to develop ANN model is to decide the structure of the network which includes number of layers, number of nodes in each layer, the node function, type of network i.e. feedforward or feedback, and pattern of interconnection of nodes. Another task is to train the network using test data set which adjusts weights and threshold values. Donald Hebb [12] first proposed such learning rule. Hundreds of such algorithms are used in literature [13] . The most well known among them are back propagation [14] [15], Art [16] and RBF network [17] .
This work used IBPLN and LM algorithms as follows:
A. Incremental Backpropagation Learning Network
Incremental backpropagation learning network is based on the learning rule as given in equation 2, in which the network learns by backpropagation rule of Rumelhart et al. [18] .
Where s is scaling factor used for keeping weights within bounds, Wij is the link weight from unit i to unit j, Oi is the level of activation at i-th unit, k stands for iteration number. The IBPLN works as given in literature [19] .
B. Levenberg Marquardt (LM) Algorithm
LM algorithm is an iterative method that locates the minimum of multivariate function which is expressed as the sum of squares of non-linear real-valued functions [20] [21]. The link weights for (k+1)th iteration is calculated from the k-th iteration as follows:
Where J -the Jacobian matrix, λ -adjustable parameter, ɛ -error vector. Fig. 2 . shows the structure of the model to describe this study that contains four phasesGeneration of five completed data sets to manage missing data; Feature selection using rough set based feature selection technique; Analysis phase using neural network algorithms namely
Structure of the Model
Incremental back propagation learning network and Levenberg Marquardt algorithm. Finally, model has been integrated using two methods. Firstly, different performance prediction parameters are evaluated after analysis phase and the results are combined to obtain the final result. In other process, before analysis phase we integrate five imputed file to prepare a new file and analysis has been made on this file to obtain the result. Fig. 2 . Block diagram of a system for hepatitis disease diagnosis.
A. Data Preprocessing
One of the important steps for model development is data preprocessing. UCI hepatitis disease data set contains a number of missing values. This work implements multiple imputation using EMB algorithm to generate five completed data sets from the original data set containing missing values. During imputation we apply certain range specifications for attributes after consulting a physician [22] . Rough set using ROSETTA [23] was implemented to extract reducts from all the five imputed data sets. Finally, seven common features are chosen as reduced features as given in Table II , present in all reducts. The data sets are partitioned into three:
Training set (68%), Validation set (16%), and Test set (16%).
UCI hepatitis data set
Generating five sets of data using multiple imputation ) has been used in the hidden and output nodes. In this work we used one input layer, one hidden layer and one output layer as it is able to approximate any function arbitrarily closely, provided that the number of hidden nodes are large enough [24] . Number of hidden nodes are evaluated using the formula of Goa [25] modified by Huang et al. [26] .
s=  (0.43mn + 0.12n 2 + 2.54m + 0.77n + 0.35) + 0.51
Where m is the number of input nodes, n is the number of output nodes. In this study, m = 7, n = 2; and therefore s = 6 after round off. So, for all combinations six hidden nodes are used in this work.
Modeling Results
In two different approaches, classification algorithms using two combinations RS + IBPLN and RS + LM were implemented in Alyuda NeuroIntelligence [27] . The supported system was Intel Core Solo T1350 CPU(1.86GHz, 533MHz FSB, 2MB L2 cache) with 512MB DDR2 RAM. Table III gives the number of nodes used in input, hidden and output layers, number of epochs, number of retains and the number of records used in training, validation and test data sets.
To control overtraining the copy of network with lowest validation error has been retained. Performance prediction of an ANN model can be done by evaluating correct classification accuracy (CCR), specificity, sensitivity and area under ROC curve (AUC) as these parameters are important measure of classification performance without knowing the distribution of data. These are evaluated by using the following formulae:
Where TP, TN, FP, and FN denote true positives, true negatives, false positives, and false negatives respectively. In two class problems AUC is considered as one of the important measure of classification performance and its value close to 1 indicates reliable diagnostic result [28] . Table IV A and table IV B Observations which are noted as follows:
B. Experimental Results
• Out of two different approaches as mentioned above, RS +LM implemented on integrated file, as described in approach-II, performs better in terms of CCR, sensitivity, specificity and AUC.
• 100% classification accuracy was achieved as the best performance for all the methods described here. The lowest CCR is 86.96% for the combination RS + LM in approach-II.
• Table V shows the comparative study of our results with other studies [4] . It is evident that the method RS + LM on integrated file outperforms all other methods. 
Conclusion
This work implements RS based feature selection techniques to extract features. Imputed files obtained as a result of multiple imputations were combined into a single file and Levenberg
Marquardt algorithm was used as classifier to obtain a better result in comparison to other results including Neshat et al. [4] . Lowest performance is also recorded in this work as in medical diagnosis it should also be a judging parameter for performance prediction. Much of the previous literatures do not clearly specify about the result, whether it was a best simulation product or average of several simulations. So, the highest, lowest and average performance of the methods are presented in this work.
We suggest that a combination of seven reduced features (Age, Steroid, Billirubin, Alk
Phosphate, SGOT, Albumin, Protien) obtained by implementing rough set based feature selection technique, might be important to doctors while taking final decision. The techniques used here could be applied to other diseases.
